
The week that was: 4th – 10th Dec 2017 

 

Handicappers to follow?  

Chasers 

Gregarious (Sandown 8.12.17) – he qualified in section 1 this day but was generally unfancied at 20s 

and based on his chase debut it took a leap of faith to back him. He was down in trip and up in class 

but put in a much more assured performance, beaten 4L. He pulled up on his chase debut at 

Kempton having tried to take every fence home with him. I thought he jumped well here but did 

look a bit keen to my eye. It could be he still needed this run and it may have taken some freshness 

out of him. He had some ability over hurdles and should have a chase win in him soon.  

Federici (Aintree 9.12.17) – I thought he ran a blinder here in the Becher chase on ground I thought 

he would hate. I didn’t think he had the class to run this well and of course there was the question of 

how he’d take to these fences. Well, on this evidence, he relished the challenge. He was bang there 

approaching the last before the ground and a lack of ability may have caught him out. He isn’t in the 

class of the 1st of 2nd. I’d like to think they will pick a future race over these fences and work 

backwards. I suppose the only option would be the Topham and it remains to be seen if 2m5f may 

be on the sharp side. In any case, he now has ‘Aintree form’, and that should be noted. This was a 

decent run and given he won LTO, maybe Donald has found the key.  

Hurdlers 

SkipTheCuddles (Southwell 5.12.17) – I tipped this one here in the ‘notes’ and it was clear early on 

that it was 1 point I wasn’t seeing again. He was held up here out the back and ran about 5 wide for 

most of the way. He wasn’t ridden in a way which suggested they wanted to get competitive. It 

could be he just hasn’t progressed and now has questions to answer. He may well want softer 

ground and given he was pulled up on his last start, maybe connections were just delighted for him 

to finish off his race. In any case at some point he ‘could’ prove himself to be very well handicapped. 

I wonder if there is a plan of sorts. They pitched him in the Neptune last season where he ran with 

credit. They must like him and one day may show himself to be thrown in.  

Beat That (Sandown 9.12.17) – hmm. Another who I tipped, and I think he could have got a lot closer 

here. Given his profile I can fully understand why he was ridden this way. Having failed to take to 

chasing they probably wanted to rekindle some enthusiasm over hurdles. Well, they did that. He 

travelled strongly and jumped well. I don’t think he was really put into this race, running on for a 

decent enough third. He is 9 now but unexposed in handicap hurdles. He does have a touch of class 

and is another who one day ‘could’ be thrown in. Maybe they have a plan.  

** 

I will just mention two non-handicappers… Sir Egbert (who hit the Lacey angle) was far too keen in 

his last race and still has plenty to learn. I suspect they may run to get a mark now and if he ever 

settles he will have a handicap or two in him. Lacey usually gets a win or two out of this type. Save 

The Pennies…finished third at 66/1 in an Exeter bumper where the front two could prove to be well 

above average. This one comes from a small yard and is worth tracking.  

* 

 



Stats The Way To Do It 

A random selection this week. A look at a Fergal O’Brien angle which still remains profitable and 

then two trainers who go ‘under the radar’. My good pal Ben Aitken touched on Rose Dobbin in one 

of his weekly update posts, so I had a quick dive into her stats. There are no patterns as such and she 

has winners across all race types. But there are a couple of pointers worth noting. I then had a good 

look at Alex Dunn and I think I’ve found a couple of decent angles we can track.  

 

Fergal O’Brien 

Last week Fergal sent out the 13-year-old Ratify to win at Wincanton. It was a joy to watch as he 

made all and put his field to the sword. It was the horse’s first run for the yard – a ‘trainer change’. 

Surprisingly to my eyes this angle still seems to be profitable and even more so since the start of 

2016.  

Since Jan 1st 2016 horses making their first start for the yard, having been trained at least once under 

rules elsewhere, are… 

44 bets / 10 wins / 18 places / 23% sr / +46 SP / +73 BFSP / AE 1.42  

If you focussed on his National Hunt runners and excluded those running in Novice/Maiden Hurdles 

on his first star for him… 

32 bets / 10 wins / 17 places / 31% sr / +58 SP / +85 BFSP / AE 1.73  

 

* 

 

Rose Dobbin 

Since start of 2016 –  

• 14/1 or bigger SP, all runners: 1/110,12p, -91 

• So, 12/1 or shorter SP…. >>> 

o 1 Win only in National Hunt Race Type: 10/37,18p, +24 SP, +30 BFSP, AE 1.52  

o Track Location: NOT Scotland or North East England 

▪ 16/66,34p, +42 SP, +57 BFSP, AE 1.47  

▪ In 2017: 12/38,23p, +47 SP, +59 BFSP, AE 1.87  

▪ Within these stats, Handicap Novice Chasers… 0/10,4p  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mrs Alex Dunn 

Micro 1 

• National Hunt 

• Handicaps 

• 1-3 runs previous 90 days only  

• 6-8 runs in National Hunt Race Type  

• 28/1 or shorter SP (guide) 

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 39 12 30.77 86.95 22 56.41 222.95 106.4 26.13 1.93 

2017 11 4 36.36 41 5 45.45 372.73 50.45 6.02 2.29 

2016 21 6 28.57 38.95 13 61.9 185.48 44.7 17.82 1.86 

2015 7 2 28.57 7 4 57.14 100 11.25 2.29 1.61 

 

Micro 2 

• National Hunt 

• Handicaps 

• 1-6 runs in NH handicap type 

• 0 wins in NH handicap type  

• Horse unplaced last time out  

• 25/1 or shorter SP (guide, 0/27,1p above this to date)  

  
Bets Wins Win% P/L(SP) Places Place% ROI(SP) P/L(BF) P/L(Plc) A/E 

ALL 81 19 23.46 122.75 30 37.04 151.54 187.41 27.01 1.95 

2017 18 5 27.78 21 7 38.89 116.67 32.89 2.68 2.23 

2016 42 8 19.05 46.5 15 35.71 110.71 55.68 9.06 1.59 

2015 21 6 28.57 55.25 8 38.1 263.1 98.85 15.27 2.41 

 

* 

That’s all for this week. I have saved the two Dunn angles and will post any qualifiers in the Test 

Zone. I suspect there is a bit of crossover between the two but if those results repeat during 2018 

we will have some fun. There is plenty of logic behind both and I think they tap into a pattern of 

‘behaviour’ and with any luck she is a creature of habit!  

Back next week,  

Josh  


